ABSTRACT With the rapid development of mobile Internet applications, it is more and more difficult for mobile users to choose the right commodity in the face of a large amount of commodity information. Recommendation system is one of the effective means to solve the problem of information overload. However, the low-hardware configuration and limited computing capacity are common problems in most mobile devices, which make mobile computing applications face more and more serious challenges with increasingly strong demand for computing resources. Cloud computing, as a model of providing resources on demand, can provide technical support for solving the above problems. Recommendation as a service (RaaS), which packaged the recommendation system as a service, has attracted extensive attention from the business community and academia. In this paper, the RaaS model based on emotion analysis and double labeling is proposed. In this model, we make full use of commodity description information and user comment text to explore users' emotional preference on the commodity attributes that is less considered in the existing recommendation models or algorithms. First, we extract the keywords by analyzing the commodity description and user behaviors to establish commodity intrinsic attribute labels and user preference labels. Second, we mine the user's comments through emotion analysis to establish the commodity feedback labels and user concern labels. Finally, the recommendation results for users are generated by calculating the similarity of above four types of labels. Experimental results show that the proposed model and its algorithms can improve the effect of recommendation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information overload has become a major problem in the age of the Internet. Especially with the popularity of mobile Internet and smart phone, e-commerce apps have been developing rapidly in mobile apps. It has not only brought convenience to users' life consumption, but also created obstacles for users to choose. As a means of information filtering, recommendation algorithms can effectively reduce users' cost for searching information. By analyzing users' preferences and actual needs, a recommendation algorithm can provide appropriate recommendation information, which helps to expand users' choice space and obtain better practical benefits. Many e-commerce websites, including amazon, eBay and MovieFinder, have established corresponding recommendation systems [1] , [2] . However, as the recommendation system involves data warehouse, data mining, statistical analysis, artificial intelligence and other technologies, the technical requirements of its research and development are too high for mobile terminal devices. Recommendation as a Service (RaaS) is a new model of cloud service application.
RaaS provides information recommendation service in the form of SaaS by encapsulating the core technology of recommendation system. The reprehensive personalization-enabling companies include Baynote, Certona, ChoiceStream, Aggregate Knowledge, Avail Intelligence, etc. These enterprises established partnerships with some e-commerce platforms, defining the communication interface to collect commodity catalogue of e-commerce platforms, tracking users' behaviors on the platforms, such as search behavior, click behavior, purchase history, preferences, shopping cart and collecting history, and then establishing the corresponding recommendation models of the platforms through summarizing and analyzing the users' behavior data. After a user logs on to the platform, it can analyze and predict the user's preferences in real time according to their history behaviors and generate personalized recommendation results. The recommendation model or algorithm is the key to the performance of RaaS. Typical recommendation algorithms include collaborative filtering (CF), matrix filtering, clustering and deep learning. Among them, CF and its variants are the most common recommendation algorithms.
Practice shows that the collaborative filtering recommendation can effectively get the user's potential interest point. However, this kind of recommendation method has only considered the overall rating of users for commodities, but has no a consideration of the users' preferences for each attribute. The fact that the users have the same overall rating on the commodity does not necessarily mean that they have the same preferences, which affects the actual recommendation effect. In other words, a commodity's rating only indicates a user's attitude towards the commodity, but not the detailed reasons for the difference. Due to the difference in user concerns caused by different preferences, there are various reasons why different users are not satisfied with the commodities. In general, the comment text contains a lot of information about user preferences. If the comment text is fully used to analyze the users' emotion so as to mine some information about user preferences, the effect of recommendation algorithm will be improved. In addition, Commodity description is a comprehensive summary of commodity information. It is important for the similarity analysis of homogeneous commodities. So the recommendation system should also take the commodity description information into account. At the same time, the research on user sentiment analysis also needs to extract the corresponding keywords and description tags based on semantic information from commodity description.
Based on the above problems and challenges, this paper proposes a recommendation algorithm based on user evaluation emotion and commodity description label. Firstly, we label all the commodities through their description text, and then mine the users' emotion information to establish the user preference model, finally add the labels to the model so as to predict a user's choice based on his/her emotion analysis and the platform's commodity labels.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce several kinds of research work related to this paper. In Section III, we give the formalized problem description and related definitions of our study. In Section IV, we present the RaaS model and its algorithm in detail. Then, we conduct extensive experiments to verify our proposed model in Section V. Finally, we conclude our major contributions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS A. RESEARCH ON TEXTUAL EMOTION ANALYSIS
A person's emotions play an important role in his/her behavior and preferences. Textual emotion analysis refers to the detection, analysis and mining of subjective text with emotional color. There exists a large amount of user-engaged, valuable comments about people, events and products on the Internet. These comment messages express people's various emotional colors and emotional tendencies. Based on this, potential users can browse these subjective comments to understand the public opinion on an event or product. These comments with emotional color can be divided into ''positive'', ''negative'' or other types according to the meaning and emotion expressed in their text.
Emotion analysis involves many problems, including emotional polarity analysis [3] - [5] , emotional perception analysis [6] , [7] , emotional label extraction [8] , view clustering [9] , intention recognition [10] , etc. The traditional emotion analysis usually adopts the statistical method to obtain the emotional tendency and emotional intensity of words through establishing a dictionary, and then analyze textual emotion of whole sentences and even whole paragraphs. Related dictionaries include sentimental wordnet, Hownet, and NTUSD, but their effects are modest. On the one hand, different fields have their own special emotion words. For example, ''blue screen'' itself does not have special emotion in the emotion dictionary, but in the field of computer, the word means a flaw in the computer, which represents an expression of negative emotion. On the other hand, some text, such as emotional irony, Internet catchphrases, will lead to errors in emotion analysis. Currently, relevant studies have established different models to conduct emotion analysis for different fields, such as LET [11] , PREF [12] , so-lsa [13] , etc. For different fields, trans-domain emotion is classified by spectral feature localization in [14] . There are also relevant studies on Chinese emotion analysis, such as emotion analysis through SVM [15] . In recent years, the research on textual analysis through neural network is very hot. The deep convolution network is used to conduct emotion analysis of text in [16] , while the context is analyzed by establishing long-term and short-term memory through tree network.
B. RESEARCH ON RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
Recommendation algorithm is the most relevant research field to the problems in this paper. Its goal is to recommend the most satisfactory items or services to users based on user preferences, which has been successfully applied to deal with the problem of information overload. A good recommendation algorithm can effectively improve users' satisfaction with the recommended items and their recognition of the platforms on which the items are provided. The majority of recommendation algorithms implement personalized VOLUME 6, 2018 recommendation through explicit feedback of users on items based on two dimensions of users and items. At present, the most widely used recommendation algorithms in the recommendation system include content-based recommendation algorithms and collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. The former recommends items with common features to users by identifying the features that have received favorable comments from users [17] , [18] . The latter generates recommendation results based on the preferences of the neighbor users who are most similar to the target user's preferences [19] . Both algorithms have their advantages and disadvantages. The content-based algorithm is not influenced by other users and its complexity is low, but the type of recommended items is relatively simple. The recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering can recommend different types of item to the users and dig out users' potential interests, but it has some related problems such as weak expansion and cold start [1] . For the above problems, the researchers put forward a variety of solutions, such as principal component analysis based CF recommendation [20] , collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on impact sets [21] , collaborative filtering recommendation model based on scene clustering [22] , recommendation algorithm based on K-means clustering hierarchy [23] , etc.
In addition, some researchers have also found that users' choices for items are often affected by a variety of factors besides the attributes of items and other users' ratings. Deng et al. [24] considered that user trust information plays an important role to obtain reliable recommendations. In order to fully explore the trust relationship information among users, some researchers searched the friend relationship in the social network or clustered user community based on trust, and then recommended the items which the target users may be interested in based on the interests of trusted users. Research findings based on this include trust-aware personalized user recommendation system [25] , online social recommendation based on OGPRL [26] , trust-aware recommendations based on deep learning [27] , and so on. In addition to user trust, user emotion is also an important context in the recommendation process. In [27] , several emotion-aware methods were developed to perform music recommendation. In the absence of other context environments, such as blogs, social networking applications, virtual or customer review sites, how to further explore the emotion information of users on the commodities is the focus of this paper.
C. RESEARCH ON LABEL EXTRACTION
Label set is a collection of words that describe the attributes of things. The appropriate labels can be very helpful to retrieval and recommendation services. Currently, commonly used label extraction methods can be classified into three classes, namely, statistical method, linguistics method and machine learning method. Typical statistical-based label extraction methods include inverse document frequency (IDF), relative frequency ratio (RFR), term frequency (TF), and so on. These methods concentrate on statistics got from non-linguistic features of the document [28] . The label extraction based on linguistics utilizes the linguistic features of the words for keyword detection and extraction in text documents [28] . For example, the main point in [29] is that adding linguistic knowledge to the representation is used to extract keyword. The problem of label extraction can also be regarded the problem of supervised classification. So the machine learning method is often used for training models of label extraction, including Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), etc.
Compared with English label extraction, Chinese label extraction is more complex, mainly caused by inaccurate word segmentation, long text, complicated synonyms, etc.
For the above problems, many scholars have given corresponding solutions. In [30] , a KESELC algorithm was proposed, which effectively avoided synonym redundancy expression by combining semantic extension and lexical chain. In [31] , an algorithm based on word2vec was proposed, which solved the problem of text length. Through the analysis of the above literatures, it can be seen that there have been comprehensive studies on label extraction and emotion analysis. However, it is rare to combine them with recommendation algorithm. In this paper, emotion analysis and label extraction are applied to recommendation algorithm, then a RaaS model based on emotion analysis and double labeling is established and its related algorithms is given.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we firstly give the definition of four labels as the basis of commodity recommendation, and then formalize the main tasks of this paper.
Definition 1 (Commodity Intrinsic Attribute Label: It refers to some words which can represent the differences of commodity in different areas, namely, the basic parameters of commodity, denoted by GI.
Take mobile phones as an example. The inherent attributes of this commodity include ''metal material, full screen, dual camera'', and so on. These inherent attributes reflect the actual physical structure or internal connection of the commodity.
Definition 2 (Commodity Feedback Label): It refers to some words which can represent user evaluations on commodities, denoted by GF.
Compared with the intrinsic attributes label, the commodity feedback labels reflect the users' recognition of the overall performance of a commodity.
Define 3 (User Preference Label): Users are more inclined to choose and purchase some commodities with certain intrinsic attributes in the same category of commodities, so these attributes are regarded as user preference labels, denoted by UP.
For example, for books, some users prefer to buy science fiction or books written by ''JK''; for mobile phones, some users prefer to buy metal phones.
Define 4 (User Concern Label):
Users are more interested in certain attributes of commodities, so these attributes are regarded as user concern labels, denoted by UA.
Compared with the user preference label, the user concern label reflects a user's demands for a commodity's intrinsic attributes. For example, for mobile phones, one focuses on the appearance of the phone, while the other focuses on the performance of the phone.
Among the four types of labels mentioned above, the commodity intrinsic attribute labels and the commodity feedback labels are content labels extracted from the commodity dimension; user preference labels and user concern labels are feature labels extracted from the user dimension.
Based on the above definitions, the problem in this paper can be described as follows. For given n users U = {u 1 , u 2 . . . , u n } and m commodities C = {c 1 , c 2 . . . c m }, the purchase records of all the users are represented as a set UC, UC = {UC 1 , UC 2 ,. . . UC n }, where UC i (1< i <n) represents a list of commodities purchased by user u i , the descriptions of m commodities are represented as a set F, F = {f 1 , f 2 . . . f m }, the comments of all the users on the commodities are represented as a set
The goal of this paper is to extracted GI and UP from F and UC, generate UA and GF through emotion analysis of the sentences in D and then give a recommendation list of similar or non-similar commodities which users are most likely to be interested in based on the above four types of labels. 
IV. RAAS MODEL AND ITS ALGORITHM A. RAAS MODEL DESCRIPTION
In order to achieve the goal of this paper, we propose a RaaS model, the basic framework of the model is shown in Fig.1 . We first need to collect three types of raw data from the mobile e-commerce platform, including commodity descriptions, user comments and user purchase records, as the input data of the model. The main task of the RaaS model is to utilize the label extraction technology to abstract the four types of labels proposed in the problem description from the original data. Next, the similarity analysis is carried out based on the labels from the two dimensions of user and commodity and the sorted list of commodities that the target user is interested in is finally given.
The detailed process is described as follows. Firstly, the model establishes commodity intrinsic labels through the commodity description text and further establishes user preference labels by combining the commodity intrinsic attribute labels with the user purchase records. Compared with the above two labels, user concern labels and commodity feedback labels are established based on user comments and their establish processes are more complicated. To establish the user concern labels, three steps are required: preprocessing of user comments, part-of-speech tagging and keyword extraction. Similarly, there are also three steps to establishing the commodity feedback labels, including preprocessing of user comments, part-of-speech tagging and emotion analysis. In particular, the inclusion of emotion analysis in the establishment of commodity feedback labels is one of the main features of the RaaS model. Through observation, we found that users often use certain emotion words to express their experience of commodities, such as ''like'', ''goodish'', ''comfort'', ''surprise'', ''ugliness'', etc. It is more conducive to understand the user's attitude towards commodities through extracting emotion words from user comments.
After the labels are generated, the recommendation process includes two levels of similarity analysis. Firstly, the original recommendation list is given through analyze the similarity between commodity intrinsic attribute labels and user preference labels, which represents the features and types of commodities that users have been interested in. Secondly, the similarity between commodity feedback labels and user concern labels is calculated and the final commodity recommendation list is generated by combining the initial recommendation list. The basic idea behind this list is to recommend the commodities that the target user may be satisfied with through an overall consideration of his/her current demands, his/her own preferences and other users' comments on the commodities.
B. LABELS ESTABLISHMENT 1) COMMODITY INTRINSIC ATTRIBUTE LABEL
Establishing proper commodity intrinsic labels can effectively search and classify commodities. In the paper, we use the Textrank algorithm to extract keywords from the commodity description text. A commodity's description text includes its feature description and basic information, which form certain inherent attributes of the commodity. TextRank algorithm is a sorting algorithm based on graph. Its prototype is the PageRank algorithm of Google, which divided the text into several units and built a graph model. Unlike LDA, HMM and other models, the TextRank algorithm does not require learning and training in advance, therefore it is widely used in some scenarios where only a single document is used to extract keywords. = (k, c) , k is for a word, c stands for the part of speech of the word. c) Remove the words that have ceased to be used and form a collection of candidate keywords.
d) Build a candidate keyword graph G = (V , E), where V is the set of candidate keywords generated in b), construct the edges of any two nodes. There are edges between two nodes only if they appear together in a window of length X. For a given node V i , In(V i ) is the set of nodes pointing to V i , Out(V i ) is the set of nodes V i pointing to. e) Calculate each node's score, defined as follows:
where W ij is the weight of the edge between V i and V j , and
is the damping coefficient. f) According to the above formula, the weight of each node is propagated iteratively until it converges. g) Obtain the most important K words in d as keywords through sorting in reverse order to the weights of nodes.
In this way, we can get a set of intrinsic attribute labels for each commodity, denoted by GI = {GI 1 , GI 2 , . . . GI K }, K is the number of labels.
2) USER PREFERENCE LABEL
How to accurately predict user preferences based on existing user behaviors and information is the core problem of the recommendation system. We can model a user's preferences using his/her history behavioral information. The information can be divided into explicit behavior and implicit behavior. The explicit behavior includes: rating, commenting, buying, etc. The implicit behavior includes: click, browse, etc. The RaaS model discussed in this paper seeks to labels into the potential interest of users from their explicit behaviors. Therefore, the concept of preference is limited to understanding whether a user is interested in a particular type of commodity and what attributes of the commodity are his/her main areas of interest. The establishment process of user preference labels is relatively simple. Its main idea is to extract the inherent attributes of commodity from a user's purchase records to generate his/her preference labels for different commodities. Assume the purchase records of user i is denoted by PL = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . br}, b i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) represents a commodities he/she has bought, the commodity intrinsic labels of b i is denoted by GI bi = {GI bi c) Remove duplicate labels from the new set and produce the final set of user preference labels. A user's preferences for a type of commodity can be expressed as UP = {UP 1 , UP 2 , . . . UP L }, where ∀UP i ∈ GI PLi and UP i = UP j (i = j).
3) USER CONCERN LABEL
Related research shows that when users purchase commodities, they only pay attention to the specific attributes of the commodities [32] . Therefore, a user's comments on a commodity reflect the information that he/she is most concerned. In other words, whether the evaluation is positive or negative, the attributes evaluated by users represent the primary concern of users. Take the mobile phone as an example. User A said that the mobile phone was ''very beautiful in appearance'' and user B said that it was ''too slow to play games''. Through the comments, it's easy to see that the former focuses more on appearance and the latter on performance. Based on the above analysis, user concern labels will be derived from the users' comments on commodities in our model. The establishment of user concern labels makes users' comments more granular, so it helps to further differentiate the reasons for the difference of the users' rating. We use the following process to establish the user concern labels.
a: PREPROCESSING OF USER COMMENTS
We first decompose the sentences in the comments according to the punctuation marks. Because the comments are more casual than written language, user comments are often not enough specification. In this case, all non-text characters are used as delimiters to split comments, including quotation mark. At the same time, we find that the transition words and conjunction words in the comments often have no influence on the emotion expressed by users. Therefore, the comments are further simplified by filtering transition words and conjunction words. Finally, we will use the processed sentence as input of next step.
b: PART-OF-SPEECH TAGGING
We complete Chinese word segmentation and part-ofspeech tagging for the comment corpus by using word segmentation system. Word segmentation system is a distributed Chinese word segmentation component implemented in Java, which provides a variety of dictionary-based word segmentation algorithms and uses the N-gram model to eliminate ambiguity. The system has good accuracy in Chinese word segmentation. It is a set of open source software and provides API interfaces. For example, input ''very beautiful in appearance'', output [very/ad, beautiful/a, appearance/n].
c: KEYWORD EXTRACTION Research shows that the specific attributes of commodities, namely the users' concerns, are mostly nouns or noun phrases [33] . We will extract the noun and noun phrases from the split comments to establish user concern labels. In the above example, user A's concern label is ''appearance'', and user B's concern label is ''game''. This step is completed by supervised learning, so as to increase the accuracy of label establishment and recommendation algorithm. The basic idea of the algorithm is to count the attribute words in the training set, find out the words with the lowest frequency, and take this value as the frequency of the test set. For the test set, first conduct word segmentation and part of speech as shown in step b, count the extracted nouns and noun phrases, then select the extracted nouns and noun phrases whose occurrence frequency is greater than the frequency given in the training set. In this way, we can get a set of user concern labels for each user, denoted by UA = {UA 1 , UA 2 , . . . UA K }.
4) COMMODITY FEEDBACK LABEL
Commodity feedback labels are also derived from the user comments on commodities, which correspond to the user concern labels. These labels reflect the user's evaluation on the commodity attributes he/she pay attention to. Compared with user concern labels, commodity feedback labels mainly focus on users' emotions. Therefore, the establishment of commodity feedback labels requires emotion analysis of user comments. The first two steps of the establishment process of commodity feedback labels are similar to that of user concern labels. After the preprocessing of user comments and part-ofspeech tagging of words, we use neural network to conduct emotion analysis. Compared with other texts, the subjective emotion expressed by comments is stronger and the text is simpler, so the simple neural network can also achieve good results.
Considering the performance of the recommendation algorithm, we train the comment data set by one-hot method. One-hot method first extracts the non-repeated words from the comment data set to obtain a vocabulary of size V . Then it uses a V dimensional vector to represent a comment, in which 1 on the d-th dimension means the d-th word in the vocabulary appearing in the comment. Through training, we can get the emotional tendency expressed by each clause in the comments. After the emotional tendency of the comment is obtained, the noun or noun phrase in the comments is extracted to form the attribute words by combining with the emotional tendency, such as ''good appearance'', ''poor performance'', etc.
Next, the users' scores of attribute words are calculated according to emotional polar words. The quadruple notation of commodity feedback f = {u i , c j , p k , r k } is formed. The notation r k represents user u i 's score of attribute p k on commodity c j . In order to calculate the user's rating of attribute words, we need to set the initial score of emotion word polarity, i.e., emotion base. For the convenience of calculation, we set the emotion base of emotion words as 1, that is, positive emotion words are 1 and negative emotion words are -1. Finally, the commodity feedback labels are produced according to the scores of attribute words, GF = {GF 1 , GF 2 , . . . GF K }.
C. ALGRORITHM DESCRIPTION 1) SIMILAR COMMODITY RECOMMENDATION
The key of the recommendation algorithm of similar commodity is to calculate the similarity between user preferences and commodity features, and then recommend commodities that may be of interest to the user based on user comments text on commodities. After obtaining the above four types of labels, the recommendation score of commodity c for user u can be evaluated according to the following steps. a) Calculate the similarity between commodity intrinsic labels of c and user preference labels of u.
} is the set of commodity intrinsic attribute labels of c and
} is the set of user preference labels of u. Firstly, transform the labels in the UP and GI into vectors using the vector space model, which is denoted as UPV and GIV respectively. Secondly, calculate the text similarity of UPV and GIV using cosine similarity. The formula is as follows:
The higher the value of similar(GI V, UPV) is, the more likely user u like commodity c. b) Calculate the recommendation weight according to the user concern labels and commodity feedback labels. Set UA uc = {UA uc 1 , UA uc 2 , . . . UA uc k3 } is the set of user concern labels associated with c and GF uc = {GF uc 1 , GF uc 2 , . . . GF uc k4 } is the set of commodity feedback labels of c. Search for the same labels in UA uc and GF uc , extract the corresponding scores of these labels, and then use the formula (3) to calculate the weight of commodity recommendation,
where UA uc ∩ GF uc is for the number of labels in the intersection of UA uc and GF uc , L = UA uc ∩ GF uc , score(GF i ) is for the scores of GF i in the intersection of UA uc and GF uc . The value of weight(UA uc , GF uc ) represents how much the user likes the commodity. c) Calculate the recommendation score of commodity c for user u. The final recommendation score of commodity c for user u can be calculated by formula (6) .
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2) NON-SIMILAR COMMODITY RECOMMENDATION
The recommendation of non-similar commodities generally focuses on discovering the potential interest of users. Because the type of commodities recommended is different, users' attention to some features of the other commodities has little impact on the recommendation. We adopt the algorithm in [34] and divide it into the following two steps: find some users similar to the target user and recommend the commodities in the purchase list of similar users but not in the target user's purchase list. At this point, the idea of commodity recommendation is consistent with the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm. If the emotional tendency of user comments is taken into account, the commodities that users give positive and negative comments should be differentiated. The basic steps of the recommendation algorithm are as follows: a) Let C be comments on a commodity, cut C into clauses, then C = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . z n 1 }. b) For each z i , extract the attribute words of the commodity in the clause, then z i = {D i1 , D i2 , . . . D in 2 }. c) Calculate the emotional tendency of C according to formula (5) .
d) Calculate the similarity between the target user and other users. The similarity between user a and user b can be calculated by formula (6) .
where N + (u) is the set of commodities that have been positively evaluated by user u, N − (u) is the set of commodities that have been negatively evaluated by user u. e) Select the first K users who are most similar to the target users and remove duplicated commodities and existing commodities in the target users' purchase records, that is,
. . ∩ c n 3 = ∅ and c i / ∈ PL t , t is the target user.)
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. EMOTION ANALYSIS
As for emotion analysis, we grabbed more than 30,000 items of commodity comments in the column of clothes on taobao.com and randomly divided them into M parts. Take M-1 as training data and 1 as test set. The neural network model is trained on the training set and the user emotion is predicted by the test set. In order to ensure the stability of the experiment, the experiment was repeated 100 under different M, each time with different test sets. The frequency of main keywords in the collected user comments are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Fig.2 , the accuracy of emotion analysis is greater than 80%. In the vast majority of cases, accuracy is close to 90%, and its standard deviation is no more than 5%. The experiment shows that the proposed method of emotion analysis based on user feedback can effectively add users' emotional factors to the recommendation.
In the experiment, we also found that many reasons for the inaccuracy of emotion analysis are due to the multifaceted nature of comments. For example, ''my relatives say it's not good, I think ''it's good'', ''the fabric is good, but it's too thin'' or meaningless comments like ''1111,'' ''jahjash,'' etc. For the former, we split the comments and conduct emotion analysis respectively. For the latter, we delete the comments directly. The accuracy of the new emotion analysis is shown in Fig.3 . It can be seen from Fig.3 that the accuracy of emotion analysis has significantly increased, no less than 90%. It has practical application value.
B. COMMODITY RECOMMENDATION
In this paper, books are selected as the category of commodity recommendation, because books are products that are purchased continuously and frequently [26] . We compared the results of the proposed algorithm with that of the other three recommendation algorithms to verify the performance of our algorithm, including the RaaS algorithm without emotion analysis (RaaSWE), the recommendation algorithm based on user purchase records (UPRRA) and the random recommendation algorithm (RRA). The UPRRA algorithm searches one user who is most similar to the target users through the purchase record of users, and selects the N commodities with the highest rating from his purchase list to recommend to users. The basic principle of RRA algorithm is to randomly select n commodities that a user have no historical purchasing behaviors, and then recommend them to him. In this paper, precision P, recall R and comprehensive evaluation F1 are used as performance indicators of the proposed algorithm. Their computing formulas are as follow:
where PredictionSet is for the set of commodities predicted that the target user may buy, ActualSet is the set of commodities actually purchased by the user. F1 integrates the results of P and R, and when F1 is higher, the experimental method is more effective. In this paper, the first 3000 books under the book classification of Jingdong mall were used as data sets, and the purchase records of users were simulated by visiting users. We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the above three algorithms and the results are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Table 2 that all three indicators of our algorithm are higher than other recommended algorithms. The precision, recall and F1 are about six times that of the RRA algorithm. Compared with the UPRRA algorithm, the RaaSWE algorithm takes into account the target user's purchase preferences and demands more carefully, so its precision and recall are significantly improved, especially the recall, which is the ratio of recommended commodities to the actual commodities purchased by the user. After adding emotional factors to the RaaS algorithm, the values of P and R are further improved, which also fully demonstrate that emotion analysis is effective for improving recommendation accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
The recommendation algorithm plays an important role in the joint sales of e-commerce platform and the improvement of conversion rate. However, for the commodity recommendation, it is difficult to achieve the accuracy of user satisfaction only based on the commodity rating. In this paper, we propose a RaaS model based on emotion analysis and double labeling. Our major contributions include: 1) more detailed feedback of commodity features are found out through emotion analysis of user comments; 2) the double labels for users and commodities are established based on emotion analysis; 3) the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm is improved by calculating the similarity of labels. The experimental result demonstrates that label extraction has a great impact on the accuracy of the algorithm. The next step is to reduce manual intervention to improve the process of label establishment. 
